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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis: 

- The thesis has built the argument that the commune-level government officials in the context 

of current population, especially in our human resources of the country, must be considered from the 

point of fostering capacity building to implement sustainable development for localities and implement 

their assumed obligations. 

- Clarify the function of a number of concepts: capacity, staff qualified to perform the communal 

authorities and determine the content and management of administrative professional training for 

commune-level government officials in the locales to strengthen implementation capacity. 

- The thesis points out the objective requirements to management innovation fostering administrative 

point of implementation capacity for commune-level administration officials. 

- Through the empirical research methods, the thesis reviews the current status and content of 

management administrative professional training for officials and communal authorities, identifying 

weaknesses in the training for commune-level administration officials in the current context. 



- Based on a theoretical platform and practical thesis, solutions are proposed for management 

administrative professional training for commune-level administration officials in the present context in a 

view to strengthen the implementation capacity. 

12. Practical applicability: If existing solutions put into practice are consistent with the economic situation, 

politics, culture, and education of each locality, competition will shape staff communal authorities to have 

a powerful work force to meet the requirements of the country during the period of industrialization and 

modernization. 

13. Further research directions: new thesis research for government officials at the commune level, 

research can be extended to other subjects. 
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